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CONFIDhENTIAL

November 27, 1997

W. C. McArthur, BR 5D-C

DItSCRIMTNATON, AND H-APRRASSN{ENT

I am writing this memorandum to document several concerns that I would like to see
resolved in light of today's staffmeeting where you and Mr. Bailey emphasized the point
that i should be able to freely bring up issues of harassment and discrimination. I would
first like to point out -that my only goal since I have been employed at TVA was to
contribute to the team to make each of our sites at successful as I could. I have excpected
-to be rewarded (raises, bonuses, eto.) on the basis of contributing to that success and feel
-that some of the following issues my be what has impacted my ability to receive a raise in
the last four years.

'his pattern of harassment anid discrimination started when I was firs-t employed with
'EVA, In January 1993 1 was acting as the corporate -manager of chemnistry wYhile Binl
Jocher was on assignment at Sequoyah. I had been working with Bill and thu steam
generator group to develop a better secondajy chemistry program for Sequoyah lo
minimize steam generator corrosion and erosion corrosion of plant piping. Bill decided
that he did not want to continue this program and wanted to go back to the old program
that was in place in 1990. I told him that It was the wrong thing to do where upon he told
me that I was trying to get ahead at his expense and that he would fire me when he came
back'to the corporate offipt I pursued this. Bill resigned fromT'VA in April 1993 so
this threat was not c edout.

In 199Rn rover came to TVA as the Manager of Corporate Chemistry. At the time
Mr. ro rie a in the progress of putting in place. the Calgon partnering
conr a .Te contract has rovision. *fr an independent consult t review Of thew
wate prgram at each si annally. The sites and I had seleC Tom Ltrong oz
perform the-se assess nts. When Mr. Grover reviewed th onact he~ eted me to
remove Tom tare 0 from the contract and to us e nof Finetech. inormied him
that the.sit h seeed Tom Laronge and that in c hd no expe yse, in raw water

chemical re etpogams and co-uld mot perfo.teas and sincc the site was paying
for the conrc thysould be the ones to select the consultant. He then inormed me

thathle would take over the contract and that I was riot to be involved. I protested this
since I had been worldng with raw water treatment programs since I began my career and
I did not think this would be in TVA's best interest. lie then assigned me to work on
Sequoyah issues only and starting excluding me from working on any raw~% water issues Or
other major multi-site projects. Ilie also reassigned all the major contracts I bad
developed an'd was managing (e.g. Bcolochern).
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I was sent to Sequoyah full time in January 1995 by Mr. Grover. While I was at
Sequoyab I developed an optimization program in conjunction with the site chemistry
department to further continue to improve the secondary chemistry program. Mr. Grover
then starting funneling the money in the raw water contract to Finetech to review what
was being done at Sequoyah by myself and the site staff and supplemented the contract
with additional dollars from the corporate budget for a total of $250,000. The site
protested that it was not necessary for Finetech, a condensate polisher consultant, to be
involved in anything but the polisher aspect of this plan and that it was a waste of money
for Finetech to be involved in areas outside their expertise. Mr. Grover-ignored this
protest and continued to fund Finetech to teach themselves secondary chemistry so they
could review the documents prepared in this project. In FY96, I was also assigned to
work on the steam generator cleaning project until completion in July 1996. My
performance reviews during this period were less than what I had been receiving to this
point in time at TVA. Since I was working directly for other managers during this period
I asked Mr. Grover if they had provided this input to my performance. He stated that he
had spoken to them and received their input. I then went to these two managers, David
Goetcheus and Gordon Rich, to ask why they had not given me better reviews and to ask
them how I needed to improve to get better. They both stated that they bad not provided
any input into to Mr. Grover for my performance appraisal. Therefore, Mr. Grover had
given me performance reviews based solely on his personal opinions and not based on
facts and actk.al Job performance.

This pattern continued even after I returned from my assignment at Sequoyah in July of
1996. During June 1996, it was announced that there would be another reorganization

r' Chemistry and Radiological Control would be merged into one group and some
positions eliminated. The new position descriptions were prepared by Mr. Grover, Gary
Fiser, and E. S. Chandrasekaran in June 1996. A copy was sent to me in June of 1996 by
fax to Sequoyah ostentatiously to review and comment on. I immediately questioned the
job desc iptions as the work I had been performing was divided up between the newjob
descriptions and that the PWR job description had been written for GarY Fiser all the way
down to the CECC position. Mr. Grover stated that it was not true and I told him I
wanted to meet to discuss those positions. He informed me that it was to late that they
had been sent to HR for evaluation. I protested this to Ben Easley the 1R representative
for our group. Ben then informed Mr. Grover who called me into the office and jumped
all over me for raising this issue. I told Mr. Grover that I felt he had mnisrepresented the
facts intentionally fand was giving preferential treatment to certain employees. Thenext
day a received a copy of a memo sent to Toom McGrath that I had ample opportunity
(over a month, when in fact the fax I received to the date of his memo was 12 days) to
review and comment on the job descriptions and that I had no comments. This was
simply not true and I had questioned the job descriptions from the beginning. On June
17, 1996 the announcement was made that Wilson MovArthLr would be the new-
Radiological and Chemnistry Control Manager. Right after this meeting Gary Fise- got
mad at me and stated that I knew I already had the new job and that it had been promised
to me since you and I were both Mormons. I told Gary that no one had promised me
anything and that this was the most ridiculous thing that I had hoard. I also told Gary that
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if anything, the job description was written for him since it had split Up my duties and the
new description named everything he was doing right down to the position he held in the
CECC. He stated that this was the case because Ron Grover had instructed him to do this
since "you were not supposed to come back from Sequoyah." I told him that it sounded
like he and Ron and Chandra had things all planned out and again he indicated the
affirmative and stated that be knew how to fix this situation. About a week later Mr.
Grover called me into his office and told me an accusation had been made by an office
worker Ms. Landers, that I was harassing her. I told him that it was not true and I would
take a polygraph test to that effect since I did not interface with Ms. Landers and how
could I harass her since I had been out of the office, on assignment at Sequoyah. He
stated that this was not necessary since the issue had been dropped and it was betterjust
to let it go and we would just review the issue with HR and let it drop. On June 21, 199d'
a meeting was held between myself, Wilson McArthur, Mr. Grover, and Ben Easley of -
HIR to discuss the alleged event. Ben stated that it was an alleged event and that it would
go no further because Ms. Landers had dropped the issue. I stated that I did not believe it
to be true and would take a polygraph test to that effect. I also stated that I thought the
timing of the allegation was intended to discredit me before the job selections were made
on the new positions and that if I had done anything wrong, I was man enough to admit it
and correct any injustice. Ben stated that it was better to not pursue this since these
allegations were a no win situation for everyone. He also stated that there was not any
specific thing that Ms. Landers had pointed out but that just in general she felt this way. I
agreed with this resolution and agreed not to pursue it. On July 8, 1996 I received a letter
from Ron Grover saying that I had admitted that the accusations were true and had been
counseled on this issue and needed to take a sensitivity course. This is contrary to what
was discussed at -this meeting and Ben Easley told me to not rock the boat and to accept it
since this letter would not go in my file or be in any Tecord.

I have since learned that this is not true. This was brought up in the DOL investigation in
Gary Fisers' case to try and discredit me and to insinuate that I should not have the job I
currently hold. I believe this supposedly "'confidential" information was intentionally
used out of malice and with the sole purpose of harassing and discriminating against me.
I have also learned that my religious affiliation has been brought into this matter and I
believe that this is also being held against me by some managers at 'VA. I believe that if
my religious affiliation was anything other that what it is, it would not even be brought
up. I have some concerns with respect to Mr. Groverfand Mr. Fiser that I feel ought to be l
reviewed by the OIG. I wish to bring the following to tbeir attention but I am also afraid -

that it may be held against me and cause further distress. Specifically, MIr. Fiser did not
return a laptop PC upon his departure from TVA. Mr. Grover continually used and
abused TVA resources for personal business such as conducting outside business using a .
TVA issued cellular phone and TVA pool vehicle. I am also concerned with the amount
of money that was funneled to Finetech and the manner in which it was done through a
raw water contract with Calgon. My understanding is that all personal service coiActs
are to be treated in a certain way and thft Mr. Grover added Finetech to the contract ater

- it had been reviewed by management for the sole purpose of defeating this conracting
process. I also believe that I was removed from managing this contract so that Mr.
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Grover could do things that would not stand upto scrutiny' nder the normal contracting
process. I believe that Mr. Grover and Mr. Fiser have conspired to discredit my
reputation at TVA for their own benefit, I admit that I am not perfect, but I also believe
that there is a pattern of harassment with my previous managers and that this may not be,
pursued due to Mr. Fisers' DDL complaint and r. Grovers' threat of one. There are
numerous other minor incidents during this period that lend credence to Uhs observation
but I believe that this evidence is sufficient to merit your attention.

In light of what you and Mr. Bailey stated this morning in our staff mneeting I felt that I
should bring these issues up so that we can all put Uhs behind us and look forward to a
future of open and honest communicationvwithout afear of reprisal SincelIhave been at
TVA, I have felt that you are the only manager I have had that encouraged honest
communication that I could talk freely too and that I could trust to do the righthig(jth.
sure some will say that I made this statement because of our mutual religiousafiato
but I know that you do strive to do the right thing no matter what. I guess in short, that I
am trusting you with my future by bringing up these issues. I .really do not like to bring,
up these issues but I feet that in order to move forward that they need to be, addre~sed,
Otherwise, I have experienced and seen at TVA that innuendo and insininztion seem to
become reality without facts to support them if an effort is not made to correct false
perceptions. I1 look forward to discussing these issues at your convenience.

Sarn Hc
T~roaagcr Radiological and Chemist~ry Control

BR6C
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